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I wait for the meaning of life
to come falling off the tree 
and onto my lap.
I wait for perfect timing, 
for the exact minute 
when peaches ripen 
to an edible pink,
and melons hollow
as avocados soften.


I count the seconds until 
stumbling into a sign,
befriending a miracle, 
for lightning to strike
in the middle of hope. 


I wait for my leaping dreams
to push off my pillow 
and hold onto me 
all the way to school. 
I wait for her to 
admit she’s vain,
him to notice 
my intentional subtleties.


I anticipate the climax of a sneeze,
for the elevator to reach “4,”
breath held for brief
extended flight 
from jumping before it halts.


I wait for the first kernel 
to explode in the kettle,
for ovens to ding,
toasters to pop,
short fits that begin 
the end.


I wait for fate, 
for the music of meaning to begin 
and twirl me through destined 
hallways.
I wait for love
to push me on a swing 
and sweetly whisper that it’s
been waiting too.
I wait for my calling,
a masterpiece, an epiphany peaking
over the horizon of Tomorrow. 


But should we wait 
until waiting is the very 
regret plastered over our lives? 


Sometimes
I wait too long.
I look up just in time 
to see opportunity 
slip past 
on the side of the highway. Pa
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Untitled
By Brian Robinson


I will move forward.
Step by step,


bit by bit.
And though these tears may carve a canyon,


I will have lived because of it.


Wanderlust
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Technology and Tubes Takeover
Julia Sokolovski


Printmaking
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 PB&J
by Tess Saibert


            rista and her mother were in the breakfast nook, a pentagon-shaped 
area that faced the sunrise every morning. A print of Van Gogh’s Café 
Terrace At Night was suspended below a wooden shelf of dusty knick-knacks 
and ceramic plates. Krista always remembered it this way. Her mother used to 
cut her PB&J sandwiches diagonally into fours and played tea-party, like in 
Alice in Wonderland. Now, ten years later, she abandoned Alice and continued 
reading her biology textbook despite her mother’s heavy sigh and quiet glare, 
like she was inspecting her, like she knew. Is my hair noticeably messy? Do I 
smell different? Can she tell? Krista wondered anxiously. Her bangs drooped 
across her eyes and she thought of Nathan, who, hours ago, tucked them back 
in their place behind her ear before asking, “So when do you have to be home?”
 Nathan found his folk’s ski-trip a “perfect opportunity.” It happened 
only two hours ago, but Krista barely recalled how she felt. She remembered 
the mechanical motions of their intimacy, like the structure of a song:  intro, 
verse one, refrain, verse two, bridge, refrain, end. She never thought before how 
much further apart two people are the closer they try to be. 
 Afterwards, Krista avoided Nathan’s stuttering voice as he fumbled for a 
topic to end the shrill silence. Instead, Krista inspected his bedroom. It seemed 
more like a guest room, with a lack of Little League trophies, toy cars or trains, 
or even the slightest indication he was once a kid. The walls were charcoal gray, 
as were the sheets, and although they were intertwined in the bed for hours, 
Krista somehow felt a chill. When he whispered, “I love you,” a colder frost 
breathed down her spine and she told him it was past curfew.


K


 Rummaging through the sheets that were tangled with her sweater, his 
shirt, her jeans, his boxers, Krista noticed Nathan’s shoes on the floor, facing 
her. The red laces reached over the rubber soles, as if they were arms lunging to 
embrace her clammy feet and unpainted toes.
 “You missed dinner.  I’ll make you something.” Krista, trying to forget 
Nathan’s shoes and refocus on the biology text, faintly heard her mother’s voice 
from the kitchen. Krista wondered if her mom looked at her differently, as she 
did now. She returned, placed on the table an uncut PB&J sandwich, then left 
without words. The bread was too white, too pure, but it somehow looked 
naked.  Krista gripped the sandwich and tore it down the middle, then again, 
into violent fours, with jelly oozing through her shameful hands.
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At the park, when my father
spun me on the merry-go-round, 
the colors swirled, a whirling
rainbow.  The playground’s lines
would smear, and for a moment, my
father disappeared, but his outline


always returned and stilled
the world again.  Then I would nap
and perch on the island
of my father’s chest.


The two of us
always loved 
watching the snow fall-
it was the fresh,
new, whiteness
we loved most.


When my nightmares
banished me to my parents’ bed,
I would crawl under downy
blue cotton peaks, and nestle in valleys,
safe from the sinister shadows
of my room.


But slowly, I felt myself
getting pushed out,
my mother’s stomach
a swelling watermelon.


No one 
ever told me
that the sun sets 
earlier on Christmas
and birthdays and Halloween,
the days we love best.


Now, my sister grabs her purse,
texting, as she heads out
with her friends.
It is late, and my father
is just getting home
from work.


He spreads a pile of
brightly colored 
college brochures
on the table before me.
My eyes dart from 
each one to the next.
The colors smear,
a nauseating conglomerate,
and I wonder
if I will ever
stop spinning.
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by Marisa Tirado
 I was sitting in our old living room. Its shape and color pressed deep into my 


memory before we reconstructed that narrow half of the house. I remember being 


upside down, hanging half off a green lumpy couch, and seeing grandpa from the 


knees down shuffling his way towards me. His brown, cracked cowboy boots stopped 


inches away from my nose. “Madeesya Celina.” His growl rolled over my ears like a 


tumbleweed. I wiggled my way down and landed with a gentle thump onto the carpet, 


looking up at the shine of his glasses, which always hid his eyes from me. 


 “I gotchya something.”


 He grunted himself onto the couch, which sunk under a large mass compiled 


after years of beef and cheese. As I sat down next to him, I slid a little into the valley 


he made within the cushions. He twisted away from me, and back again with an old 


Walmart bag in his grasp. “Found it at the garage sale, Margarita told me yuh liked to 


write.” 


 Taking the bag and its wrinkles, I remember immediately not wanting to 


open it. The package was ugly, and at that age I wasn’t too inclined to look beyond 


looks. Slowly, I pulled the 


plastic off, revealing a box 


which I held close to my face. 


Layers of stationary cards 


neatly tucked themselves 


away inside, decorated with 


prints of vintage dresses on 


hangers. I pulled them out and 


counted the different designs, 


opening each to a crisp white 


blank begging for words and 


thoughts. I bobbed my feet 


a few times and smiled up at 


grandpa. They were beautiful.
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a perpetual sleep in my wooden cocoon
will begin now for eternity
enveloped in my earthly womb.
hanging from my neck
daddy’s valentine’s day pendent.
it speaks to me I love you.
surrounding me is my mother’s soil.
delightful memories continue to fly through my head
and my body is at peace at last.
heavens above me sing more glorious tunes 
than I can comprehend concealed six feet below.
still dreaming, still feeling, still loving.
 
  roses whispering “you’re beautiful” to me
  their essence seeps through the top.
  one would guess I feel alone
  but in actuality I’m happy to love the way I did
  mom
  dad
  brother
  I’ll watch over you.


  jewel-toned wings, mended underneath me
  I die blissful, elated, contented.
  
   earth’s crust consumes my body.


as it decays…


my spirit vacations with those still breathing.
and although my fluttering heart has stopped beating, my soul continues to live…


       like a monarch set free. 


by Susie Ortega
 Luminous Death
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